
 Let's discover moreproperties of compact spaces

theorem Let fi XT be a continuous map from a compact

spaceto a Hausdorff space If fisbijective Thenit's a

homeomorphism

Proof Weclaim that fisa closedmap LetA Ex beclosed and

so itscompact SoFCA iscompact SinceYis Hausdorff
flA isclosed Iso fisaclosedmap andhence a homeomorphism

fit closed E fi open S f iscont
y

Exand youdefined in 4C an equivalence relation on 0143making

old In a quotientspace

Youneedtoshow Cold In is homeomorphic to s

Definea map fi Cold S thatis continuous surjective

Fifad In S that iscont bij

Thenuse theabovethin

theorem Let X bea Hausdorff Then forany disjoint compact subsets

A andB F neighbd U ofA anda neighbd Vof B s t

un P
disjoint compact subsets canbe separated

by opensubsets



0
Proof Suppose first B p

forevery get I neighbd Uq Iq and a neighbdVgJ P
St Uq A Vq D using thatXis Hausdorff

Then a get isanopencover forA andsotcanbe coveredby
finitely many Uq Van Then V I Vai is aneighbdof
P So U Uq andU arethe desired neighbds

Provethis forthegeneral Case
a

theorem finite Product of compact sets is compact

Tubetemma LetX y betopological spaceswith Y compad

Suppose to EX and Nis an open set containing

xBxY Then I neighbd Wofxo in Xs t

Way IN

fÉy proof forgeY let Vyxby
be a neighborof exo y Sit NyxUyEN

Then Uday is an open cover for y and hence

Y canbe covered by finitely many by i Uyn

Let W MVusi which isa neighd f to So



Wxy E I WxUai E N

Proffthy Let Randy be compact sets let it be
an opencover for Xxy Let xeX
Then x xY is compact andso it canbe covered

tie by finitely many elements in it sayAli Am

let Nx 17Ai Thenbythe tube lemma

F neighbd Wa f x in X s t WeXY E Nx

Since Wifey is an open coverforX then X canbe

covered by finitely many Wai Win

Since each WxinY canbe covered finitely many elements

in it XxY Waxy can be covered by finitely

manyelements in it
q

gwrteugidea.no

HeineBordthm Asublet ARNGcompact
iff it's closed andbounded

poof G Let AER be compact Then it's closed
because it's a compact subsetof a Hausdorffspace

A is also bounded because it canbe covered by finitely



many balls why

I let Abe closed boarded Since it's bounded

it'scontained in f N N for some large NEM
Since f NIN iscompact bythe abovethin and Ais a closed

subset of a compact set AB compact

ExtremeValvethmi If Xiscompact and fix IR
iscontinuous then f isbounded attains its

maximum and minimum
Jugging R since fiscontProof f x iscompact

Xi compact Bytheabove FCA isclosed
Andbounded In particular Sup fat and inffex

EX XEX
exist and since theyareboth limit points of theclosed FG

they are contained in f x
Da

Nof on Different definitions of compactness

retest



Def X issaid tobe limitpoint compact if every
infinite subset of X has a limit point in X

Def X is said tobe sequentially compact if every
Sequence ofpoints in X has a subsequence that converges

in X

wrong

Def
Y saiLbe Hebb Cox iferexhefSeeopencover admit a countable Subcorer nextlecture

We will prove later on that inimetricspace Thefallowing
areequivalent

i X is compact

ii Xis countably compact
iii Xis limitpoint compact
iv Xis sequentially compact

V X is complete and totally bounded

im

DI Asubset A of a metric space X is totally bounded

if He O F finitely many balls with radius E with

Center in A CoveringA



Eterne Consider IR d when I ay min 9 Its

show that IR isbounded wut d butit's not
totally bounded

Post eaeason
1 Do the exercises above

2 Givean example of a bounded metric spacethat is
notcompact

3 Show every
compact metric space is secondcountable

4 Suppose X is compact with open connected component
Show that thereare finitely many components

5 Is the finite arbitrary union of compactsets comport

Is Thefinite arbitrary intersectionof compactsets comport

6 Let Xxy be atopol spare withY compat
Showthat the projection T xxy X is closed



7 Let Xi be topologicalspaces

for f Xy Wesay f is perfect if it'sclosedcontinuous
surjection with the property that f y iscompact

let fix y be a perfectmap
a show that if X is Hausdorff thenso isY
b Showthat if X is second countable thenso isY
c show that ifY is compact thenso is X

i


